
SNAKE

Secure the treble hook of the rig in the vice. Tie in the thread and run it

down to the rear of the treble, take care not to snag it on the points of

the treble hook.

Now prepare a length of tubing slightly longer than the rig.

The tubing for the body needs to be as flexible as you can find. A good

source is specialist sewing shops like Hobbycraft. Some of the newer

plastic type tubing, from firms like Lureflash is also good. Mylar tubing

tends to be a bit too stiff.

Flair the end of the tubing, this will form a sort of tail, and thread down

over the eye of the rig until the flared portion is about ¼” past the

thread. Wiggle the thread out from the tubing and take some turns to

secure and then whip finish. Add a drop of varnish.

Now we come to the funny bit. You need to tie in the tubing and the wing

on the front part of the rig but you have nothing to fasten in the vice. I

have tried various methods and the one I find best is to finish the fly by

holding it in my fingers. Use your left hand to grip the tubing and front

hook shank whilst you tie the thread with your right. This takes some

practice and you might find that if you push the end of the front shank

through the side of the tubing you can fix that in the vice and tie the wing

as normal. If you use this method make sure you do not catch the join-

ing nylon in the vice jaws.

When you have chosen your method you can now tie in the wing. Select

a bunch of long Goat hair and tie it in with well waxed thread. Trim off

the waste and put a drop off thin varnish on the roots and bind down

tightly. Tie in 4 strands of Krystal Flash over. The wing should extend to

the end of the hook.

Form the head and whip finish. Give the head a couple of coats of

varnish and paint on some eyes (these are optional)

Keep the fly nice and slim.

Hook - Snake Rig

Body - Flexible Tubing

Wing - Black Goat

            Blue Krystal Flash
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You can tie the fly in whatever colours like.




